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"If you wish to grow, you must invest yourself. This is the truth, and it is a principle for 

development in the entire world. So again, if you wish to expand and develop, you must invest. 

True development and expansion are possible only through pure investment. If you invest 

recklessly, you will end up with a reckless result. If you invest with a serious and pure heart, you 

will have a serious and pure result. A pure result is possible only by sacrificing yourself with 

genuine sincerity. Sacrifice is about investing yourself. So invest by sacrificing with genuine 

sincerity.' 

By True Parents 

 

 
 

It was a wonderful experience accrued on the 06/02/21 at the WORLD PEACE HOME premises. The 

PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORGANIZATION decided to share the firewood she had gathered after great 

manual labor investment. She gathered this wood from the farm area by the side of the WORLD PEACE 

HOME complex. This farm area is intended for an experimental Agro complex aimed at improving on 



 

 

nutritional lapses among the refugees, host community and humanity in general. 

 

The gathering of this firewood has been an arduous exercise, where the old and young invested time and 

energy. I urged them to work hard and express the power of the God in each of them, use the product of 

their sweat to share with others. I gave instructions that we should express the love and substance of 

Heavenly Parents in us with the fellow community. We decided to identify the men of God and other 

settlement governing heads and give them each a bundle of firewood to use. Generally, firewood is very 

scarce where we live. Sharing with others will enrich them with Heavenly Parents' love. 

 

 
 

We started the exercise by preparing ten bundles. We gathered and prayed for this exercise and begged 

Heavenly Parents that let this exercise yield plenty of them joy and it should yield breakthrough for the 

development and settlement of the Cheon Il Guk. We prayed for more victories including the Blessing of 

the multitude and expansion of our work to bring all humanity back to our Heavenly Parents. 

 

We carried a bundle each to respective destinations. Personally carried mine to the pastor of a church who 

had been against my activities. I was happy meeting him in his church, he and the wife appreciated my 

gesture and especially the fact that I was the one who carried it on my head. He asked me to sit for a while 

and eat something. I was very delighted with their hospitality. I feel something heavenly and lovely 

roamed around his premises. 

 

While we gathered at our complex, we discussed on the reactions of our recipients. One of us was given 

transport money to go home to their settlement which is about 3 kilometers away. Many others came back 

with bags of thanks. It was very touching listening to their testimonies. 

 

While moving around the settlement in the evening I received good appraisals from some recipients. A 

new story is going around the settlement about our gesture. We have to continue the exercise by Saturday 

next. 

 

We thank our Heavenly Parents, our True Parents and all of us for carrying out this exercise that is 

opening the way for ore achievements. 

 

Obi Cosmas Okuk 

Founder: PEACEFUL FAMILIES ORGANIZATION 

 

 

 


